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SECTION B

16. potassium
17. strengthens the immune system
18.magnesium 
19. calcium / sodium 
20. acid phosphatise 
21. RNA polymerases 
22. HDL cholesterol 
23. lauric acid 
24. physical activities
25. problem in digestion and metabolism / abdominal discomfort

SECTION C

26. a) beating the likes of MATTA Fair, PC Fair, Homedec and any other type of 
warehouse sales

b) husband and wife (team)

27. he became an avid reader
28. a) i. it was a non-stop shopping event for customers / some come from as far as 

Thailand, Singapore and East Malaysia / customers usually carry boxes and 
trolleys of books
    ii. lull
 b) the name had a negative impression / Big Bad Wolf is a villain in a fairy tale

29. i. & ii 
to make engaging and fun for the fans / to encourage people to come even though they

are not readers / to increase readership in Malaysia
30. Accept any suitable answer



e.g. to buy cheap books / the sale has a wide selection of books

31.Marks for Style and Presentation are awarded based on the average sum total (to the 

nearest rounded fraction/decimal) of Paraphrase and Use of English. Annotate as 

follows:
Paraphrase = 5
Use of English =          4   .

9 ÷ 2 = 4.5 = 5 marks

STYLE AND PRESENTATION DESCRIPTORS SUMMARY

MARKS PARAPHRASE MARKS PARAPHRASE

5
Excellent

- a sustained attempt to 
rephrase the text

- expression is secure
- difficult phrases from 

text may be substituted

5
Excellent

- language is accurate
- occasional errors
- sentence structure 

varied
- marked ability to use 

original complex syntax
- punctuation

4
Good

- noticeable attempt to 
rephrase the text

- free from stretches of 
lifting

- expression is generally 
secure

4
Good

- language is almost 
always accurate

- serious errors will be 
isolated

- some variation of 
sentences

- punctuation accurate
- spelling largely accurate

3
Fair

- intelligent and selective 
lifting but limited 
attempts to rephrase

- expression may not 
always be secure

3
Fair

- language largely 
accurate

- simple structure 
dominate

- serious errors not 



frequent but noticeable
- spelling nearly always 

accurate

2
Unsatisfactor

y 

- total lifting of text but 
not a complete 
transcript

- attempts to substitute bit
only for single words

- irrelevant sections more 
frequent

2
Unsatisfactory

- meaning is not in doubt
- serious errors more 

frequent
- simple structures 

accurate but not 
maintained

- spelling accurate
- some irrelevant parts

1
Poor

- more or less a transcript 
of the text

- no originality
- irrelevant sections 

copied

1
Poor

- heavy frequency of 
errors

- hampers reading
- fractured syntax / 

fragmented

Summary Content – Each point scores 1 mark. Maximum: 10 marks

1. they had no idea how the response would be
2. Ng hired 50 staff
3. only two were avid readers
4. they had two events that year
5. Ng had to wait for each pellet
6. it took ages
7. they had customers waiting
8. the sale  was a positive response
9. part-timers who didn’t read became avid readers
10. non-stop shopping event for customers
11. some  from as far as Thailand, Singapore and East Malaysia
12. It was such a hit among bookworms/some people even took annual leave to buy books
13. they usually carry boxes or trolleys
14. the peak hours are from 2 am to 3 am

SECTION D

32. a) i. the flute



    ii. to be longing for the song
b) sad / unhappy / melancholy / any idea of sadness 
c) Any suitable answers

e.g. drug abuse, snatch theft, baby dumping, pollution

33.
1. Read the script carefully before deciding which band it best fits and the content 

mark it deserves. If the response meets all or nearly all the descriptors given in the
bands, the response should be placed at the top level of the mark range for that 
particular band.

2. Then assess the quality of writing under the provision for LANGUAGE
3. The final mark will be expressed as CONTENT plus LANGUAGE and the total is

shown in the right hand margin of the script.
4. No response will fit perfectly into any band but examiners must judge which level 

best fits the descriptors described in the bands.

CONTENT AND LANGUAGE DESCRIPTORS FOR NOVEL RESPONSE

MARK
RANGE

CONTENT MARK
RANGE

LANGUAGE

9 -10

- a consistently relevant 
and convincing 
response to the task 
specified

- always provides 
detailed and well-
developed textual 
evidence

5

- language is accurate
- very well-organised

7 – 8

- response is relevant to 
the task specified

- usually provides 
textual evidence with 
some development

4

- language is largely 
accurate

- well-organised

5 – 6

- response is 
intermittently relevant 
to the task specified

- provides some textual 
evidence with little 
development

3

- frequent errors but 
meaning is never in doubt

- fairly well-organised

3 – 4

- response of little 
relevance to the task 
specified

- little textual evidence
2

- very frequent errors with 
blurring in meaning

- poorly organised

- response has no - makes little or no sense at 



1-2
relevance to the task 
specified

- has no understanding 
of the requirements of 
the task

1
all

- lacks organisation
-

Note: The mark of 0 should only be awarded if
 the response is in a language other than English
 the response is not related to any of the novels


